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To all uphom it may concern:
metal of a suitable sheet-metal blank longi
IBe it known that I, JAMEs H. Boy E, a tudinally from one end thereof and striking
citizen of the United States, residing at the prongs thus formed in opposite direc
Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of tions. When suitably formed, the guide
Illinois, have invented a new and useful Im prong a has a lower edge c which passes 60
beneath the rearwardly turned point
provementisina Needle-Threaders,
of which the , slightly
following
specification.
c' of the thread-hook a, and the guide-prong
My invention relates particularly to de a has an upper edge c, which, as shown in
vices for use in threading the needles of sew Fig. 2, lies slightly beneath the plane of the
ing-machines, although the device is not edge c and curves upwardly, as indicated at 65
necessarily limited to use in connection with c, to form the upper edge of the guard a.
sewing-machine needles.
The point of the guard-arm a lies slightly
My primary object is to provide a device above and in the rear of the point c of the
of the character indicated which will enable thread-hook, and the lower edge c of said
the needle-threading operation to be per guard-arm passes beneath the point of the 70
formed with facility and certainty by certain thread-hook.
simple manipulations which require little The thread-hook a is preferably formed
skill or care in their performance.
separately, and attached by the screw a', as
The preferred embodiment of the invention stated. Its shank is provided, in the rear of
is illustrated in the accompanying drawing, said screw, with an inturned point c, which 75
in which
enters a perforation in the shank a, thus giv
Figure 1 represents a sectional view of a ing a more secure fastening for the thread
needle with a needle - threader in position hook.
for receiving a thread, said threader being The thread is designated d.
shown partially in section: Fig. 2, a side In the threading operation, the device A is 80
elevational view of said needle-threader: Fig. first brought into engagement with the nee
3, a perspective view illustrating the first dle, with the base-portions of the guide
step in bringing the thread into engagement rongs embracing the needle and the thread
with the hook of the threader; Fig. 4, a simi hook passing through the needle-eye; the
lar view, showing the thread engaged by the thread is then passed beneath the guide 85
hook of the threader; Fig. 5, a similar view, prong at and over the guide-prong a, as in
showing the threader partially retracted and licated in full lines in Fig. 3; the thread is
the thread drawn through the needle-eye; then moved laterally between the edges c, c.
and Fig. 6, a broken sectional view of a to the dotted position of Fig. 3; after passing
needle of common form, for use in connec the point of the guard-arm a' which has 90
tion with which the improved threader is served to carry the thread up over the point
adapted.
c of the thread-hook, the thread is then
A represents my improved needle-thread drawn laterally forwardly beneath the guard
ing device; and B, a needle which it is adapt arm, and, being now beneath the guide
ed to thread.
rong a at one side of the thread-hook and 95
The device A comprises a shank, or handle, E. 'ath the guard-arm a' at the other side of
a, a relatively long upper guide-prong a', a the thread-hook, the thread is forced with
relatively short lower guide-prong a”, said certainty beneath the point of the upwardly
guide-prongs lying on opposite sides of the and rearwardly directed thread-hook ex
plane of the shank and separated by a verti tremity, as shown in Fig. 4. Simple with OO
cal space a, so as to receive a needle between drawal of the instrument then serves to
them; a guard-arm a formed integrally with thread the needle, as will be understood from
the base-portion of the guide-prong a, and Fig. 5.
having a rearwardly and upwardly directed The instrument is cheap, and its operation
point; and a thread-hook a secured by a is easy and certain, requiring no special ef
screw a to the front portion of the shank a fort at steadiness on the part of the operator.
and extending forwardly into the rear por The foregoing detailed description has
tion of the space a.
been given for clearness of understanding
The guide-prongs at and a may be formed only, and no undue limitation is to be under
O
integrally with the shank a by severing the stood therefrom.
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What I regard as new, and desire to secure between said guard-arm and said upper fur
('atlol).
by Ietters Patent, is
1. A needle-threader, comprising a shank 5. A threader, comprising a sheet-metal 45
carrying an upper guide-prong and a lower member formed with oppositely struck upper
guide-prong which lie in different planes to and lower furcations and with a rearwardly
adapt them to embrace a needle, a thread pointed guard-arm, and a separately formed
hook projecting into the crotch between said thread-hook secured to the shank of said
guide-prongs, and a rearwardly extending sheet-metal member and having its opera 50
guard crossing the space between the hori tive end lying between said guard-arm and
10 zontal planes of said guide prongs, whereby the opposed furcation, for the purpose set
the thread may be passed beneath the upper forth.
guide-prong and above the lower guide-prong, 6. A threader, comprising a shank and up
then moved, while riding on said guard, to per and lower furcations carried thereby and 55
pass said thread-hook, and finally retracted separated by a needle-receiving space, and a
5 and guided by said guard into operative en thread-hook having its operative end extend
ing into the crotch between said furcations,
gagement with said thread-hook.
2. A needle-threader, comprising a mem the extremities of the furcations projecting
ber equipped with upper and lower guide past the operative end of said thread-hook, 60
prongs, one of said prongs carrying a rear whereby E. thread may be drawn between
20 wardly and upwardly pointed guard-arm, the adjacent edges of said furcations and car
said guide-prongs lying on opposite sides of a ried past the prong of the thread-hook and
needle-receiving space, and a thread-hook then retracted and carried into operative en
extending into said space and lying between gagement with the thread-hook.
65
the upper guide-prong and said guard-arm, 7. A threader, comprising a shank and
two furcations carried thereby located on op
25 for the purpose set forth.
3. A needle-threader, comprising a sheet posite sides of a vertical plane to provide be
metal member having the metal split longi tween them a needle-receiving space, the
tudinally at one end and the furcations lower surface of one furcation being near the 70
struck in opposite directions to afford guide level of the upper surface of the other furca
30 prongs, one of said furcations having a rear tion, one of said furcations being longer than
wardly extending guard formed integrally the other, and a threal-hook having its op
therewith, and a thread-hook having its op erative end extending into the crotch be
erative end lying between said guard-arm tween said furcations, whereby the thread 75
and the opposite guide-prong, for the pur may be drawn between the adjacent edges of
said furcations and carried past the prong
35 pose set forth.
4. A threader, comprising a handle having ! of the thread-hook and then retracted and
a relatively long upper furcation and a rela carried into operative engagement withe the
tively short lower furcation projecting from thread-hook.
JAMES
B()YE.
one end thereof, a rearwardly and upwardly
In the presence of 40 directed guard-arm carried by the lower fur
RALPH SCHAEFER,
cation, and a thread-hook carried by said
J. H. AN IDEs.
handle and having its operative end located

